Advice on Lat-Long choice for legacy stations

Jean-Marie Monget  Dear Carla, as I was preparing the "simplest" possible

Nichole Anest  to Jean-Marie, carla

Hi,
Immediately, it looks like a lot of rounding of decimal places going on and a:
#1) The actual ship's log (what you referenced is the core description), has to
average of these two sets.
#2) Hornsdall did a poor/inconsistent rounding off!
#3) Mero copied them.
#4) Same or data came from one of the previous...
#5) The lat-long in the IMLGS are as stated above. Curious where you found
#6/#7) Broecker did another inconsistent job of rounding.
#8) I do not know where that .kml file gets its data?

I say use the coordinates in the description (12 16.5N, 120 9.5W), without ro

Thanks,
Nichole

Jean-Marie Monget <jmmonghet@free.fr>  to Nichole, carla

Dear Nichole,

Many thanks for your help, and sorry again for rising this inconsistency.

All the best
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